
Phys-15A1 Describe the circle breathing system. 
 
Background 
 
Circle breathing system = closed (or semi-closed) circuit used to delivery oxygen and 
anaesthetic gases, while eliminating carbon dioxide, which involves recirculation of 
patient’s respiratory gases. 
 
Components of Circle System 
 

- Fresh gas inflow – provides O2 to match O2 consumption; provides gas flow to 
wash out expired gas 

- Inspiratory and expiratory tubing (usu. corrugated) – conducts gas flow 
- Inspiratory and expiratory unidirectional valves – ensures unidirectional flow 

and prevents mixing of inspiratory and expiratory gases ! minimise 
rebreathing 

- Y connector – separates inspiratory and expiratory limbs 
- Adjustable pressure limiting (APL) valve – prevents high pressures within 

circuit; prevents patient subjected to high pressures 
- Reservoir bag – stores gas between respiratory cycles, provides tactile 

feedback of respiration, enables circuit to be manually pressurised 
- Carbon dioxide absorber – removes expired CO2 from circuit 

 
Other (non-essential) components of anaesthetic circle include 

- ventilator 
- flow meters 
- vapouriser 
- out of circuit sampling line + gas analyser 
- heat and moisture exchanging filter 

 
Schematic Diagram 
 
The relative positions of various components may vary depending on manufacturer 
 

 
 



Advantages and Disadvantages 
 
Advantages 

- constant inspired concentrations 
- conserves heat and humidity 
- allows low fresh gas flow rates 
- rebreathing of anaesthetic gases ! reduce cost and pollution 

 
Disadvantages 

- complex and prone to malfunction/leaks 
- increase deadspace 

 
Examiner’s comments – 28.1% of candidates achieved a pass 
 
To gain a pass mark candidates were required to provide a definition of a circle 
system, list the components of the circuit and their functions, and draw an 
accurate diagram showing the placement of the components. 
 
Candidates that explained the reasons for placing components in specific positions 
were awarded further marks. Additional marks were awarded for explanations of 
clinical relevance. 
 
Common errors included inaccurate circuit diagrams, describing the system as non re-
breathing and use of imprecise statements. 
 
Discussions on the chemical reactions of soda lime, vaporiser function, anti-hypoxic 
devices, oxygen supply lines and different ventilator modes and functions did not gain 
marks. 


